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Tuning
by Wesley Jacobs
Principal Tubist (ret.) Detroit Symphony Orchestra
Musical intonation is a very complex subject. There are different tuning “systems”
(each with its own set of problems and limitations), different reference pitches, commas
of intonation, problems specific to individual instruments, human perception issues
and practical application issues all of which add to the difficulty and frustration
involved with playing “in-tune”. I have chosen to take the simple route with this article
and focus on only the most basic issues of intonation.

How to tune an “out of tune” instrument
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All brass instruments have notes with undesirable intonation. Our job as
musicians is to make our intonation compatible with others. This requires careful
tuning with a reference pitch and constant adjustment during performance.
As a practical matter, when tuning in an ensemble, always try to tune two different
notes. For example, I would tune the A (on
my CC tuba) to the oboe’s reference A and
CC tuba
1
4
then I would tune the note D (to the oboe’s


A) in two different octaves:



This upper D is fingered first valve
BBb tuba
and tends to be a bit low. I must make
0
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my instrument sharp enough to put this
note into tune with the oboe’s A. Then I

play and adjust the D one octave lower,
fingered fourth valve. This allows me to
choose a slide position for the fourth valve that should work well for most notes that
are fingered with only the fourth valve. On the BBb tuba it is advisable to tune the
open D and the D one octave below with the A or the Bb tuning note.
During performance, it is important to find the path of least resistance for every
note. That means adjusting your pitch to achieve either no beats or only very slow
beat rates. Some intervals are impossible to play with no out-of-tune beats (depending
upon the harmonic context of the music). For these notes, you must find the pitch that
produces the closest approximation of “in-tune”.
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Remember that adjusting the main tuning slide on a brass instrument does not make
the same amount of pitch-change on all notes. The notes with longer-tube fingerings will
change pitch less than notes played using fewer valves (and therefore using less tubing
length). Most valve brass instruments allow for easy adjustment of the first and third
valve slides while playing. Be sure that those valve slides move easily. They need to be
adjusted frequently.
Get to know the intonation issues on your instrument(s). It is very helpful to
play slow melodies with another musician so that you both may adjust intonation. As
a variation, play the slow melodies in fourths or fifths (perfect intervals) to emphasize
intonation problems.
Be sensitive, listen carefully and be flexible with your intonation. Be the first
person to adjust, not the last.
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